Abstract: Two-parametric semigroups of operators in Hilbert space with bounded infinitesimal doubly commuting operators are studied. The characteristics describing deviation of a semigroup from unitary one, when infinitesimal operators are unitary, in particular, nonunitary index, have been introduced. Necessary and sufficient conditions for nonunitary index finiteness have been obtained.
INTRODUCTION
One-parametric semigroups of operators were studied adequately, both from theoretical and applied pointviews [1] , A few works in harmonic analysis are devoted to study multi-parametric semigroups [2, 3] . We study the nonhomogeneous field in Hilbert space H which is presented in the form 1 2 ( , ) u x x commuting operators [4] . Consider a scalar product belongs to a certain class of non selfadjoint operators, one may invoke spectral theory of doubly commuting non self-adjoint operators to study the field . The above form of K follows from the Neuman theorem for generating operator of a set of mutually commuting selfadjoint (unitary) operators [5] .
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Taking into the account the well-known fact for commuting operators and one of them is a function of another [5] . It is not difficult to verify that if 
The presentation (4) is significant for further studies. 
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